
IntersTICE, a Swiss Virtual Campus support mandate to foster a richer elearning pedagogy 
in higher education and to set a general evaluation framework assessing innovative pedagogy. 
 

Purpose/objective section :  

The objective of the session is to share with the international community our goals, methodology 
and early results. Our communication  will directly address three converging themes :  

- Institutional and national responses to technological change ; 

- Open/Distance Learning ; 

- Teacher Training. 
 

Summary.  

The TECFA unit of the University of Geneva is in charge of a «Pedagogical support and evaluation 
» mandate coming from a major federal initiative, the Swiss Virtual Campus (SVC). Our general 
objectives are to improve the pedagogical quality of the Swiss eLearning projects and to establish 
the bases of a pedagogical evaluation framework that would permit to identify and assess the 
innovative practices. Several questions are considered as key issues for our investigation and 
support strategies. How can eLearning respond to the stakes of higher education in the now 
emerging knowledge society, which is known to require a redefinition of teachers and learners roles 
? What are the innovative practices ? How can they be evaluated ? Are they effective, efficient and 
in what context ? How can these teaching practices be stimulated and supported within and without 
the SVC projects? Which conditions would enable us to ensure the perpetuation of these projects ? 
Our participative approach involve the actors of every projects in each of our five steps strategy : 1- 
a first contact meeting with every project team to build trust and a common understanding of our 
goals and strategies; 2- a detailed needs analysis meeting with the teams; 3- direct support to each 
team according to the collaboratively identified needs; 4- a virtual community of practice to permit 
across projects discussions of pedagogical concerns ; 5- face to face workshops and seminars 
involving every team. We will present the early results from the needs ana lyses and will expose the 
emerging evaluation framework which, for now, is built on four basic criteria identified in the 
literature as core characteristics of  innovative eLearning pedagogy : students' autonomy ; 
collaborative learning ; project-problem solving- inquiry based approaches ; high level cognitive 
skills-knowledge such as knowledge building, critical thinking and metacognition. 
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